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was 24-7, and the highest of the German birth-rates (that in in-
dustrial Saxony) was 41-9. The slight drop shown above in the
English rate meant more than then appeared; for the sequel
showed it continuous. It started from the year 1877, when a
prosecution of Bradlaugh1 and Mrs. Besant2 for publishing a
Malthusian pamphlet served to give methods of birth control
their first really wide advertisement in England, Its significance
was masked for some time by the lower British death-rate; which,
at 21 per thousand for the United Kingdom in the decade 1871-
80, contrasted markedly with 24-3 in France and 27-1 in Ger-
many. In 1886, the last year in the series that we are consider-
ing, the excess of births over deaths was in England and Wales
13-3, in Germany 10-8, and in France 1-4.
The result of all this was that England throughout the period
of our first three chapters still had both the courage and the
difficulties of a rapidly growing community. If families of ten
or twelve children were no longer so common among the busi-
ness and professional classes as they had been a generation earlier,
families of six or eight were still normal, and the modern one-
child or two-child family did not, as a type, exist. And while
population grew, wealth grew considerably faster* According to
an estimate by Sir Robert Giflfen, the wealth of Great Britain
in 1875 was j£8,548 millions, but in 1885 it was £10,037 millions.
The relative position of the western countries may be gauged
more or less by the figures of their external trade,
Foreign Trade in ^millions
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 *	See above, p» 67.   This prosecution had much to do with the animus shown
against him at Westminster.
 *	Annie Wood, b. in London of Irish parents, 1847; married Rev, Frank Besant,
x867j separated from him, 1873; associated with Bradlaugh as freethinker and
radical for about ten years; joined the Fabian Society, 1885, mid became one of
the essayists; transferred her interest to theosophy, 1889; settled in India as theo-
sophist leader and became prominent in Indian nationalist movement; d. 1933*

